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Conor McNicholas, Editor

Welcome to the new edition of
Land Rover Magazine, the journal
exclusive to Land Rover owners.
This issue we’re looking to both
the future and the past.
The year 2020 marks the
50th anniversary of the birth of
the Range Rover. When it was
launched in 1970 it was that rare
thing – a game-changing product
that was both beautiful and an
instant commercial success. Early
Range Rovers in good condition

are now highly prized but, if you
can’t find a pristine one, Land
Rover Classic Works can take
a lived-in original model and
deliver it back to you in perfect
showroom condition through the
Range Rover Reborn programme.
To mark the model’s halfcentenary, we’re celebrating the
wonderful bold colours offered
for the Range Rover at launch
in the 1970s. We gather three
immaculate classic Rangies to
lead a fashion shoot in all their
vibrant glory.
Bringing things right up to
date, we take the latest model
Range Rover on a journey of
discovery through Dubai. Having
developed enormously over the
last five decades, this emirate
is also now at the forefront of
technology and luxury.
In other adventures, we
take the new Defender to the

On the cover

The current Range Rover
celebrates its landmark birthday
by exploring historic Dubai

mountains of Andorra in the
service of two inspirational
young adventurers – Phoebe
Smith and Dwayne Fields – as
they prepare for their expedition
to the South Pole and aim to
inspire a generation of children
to love the planet.
Beyond the now, we look
way ahead and meet some
of the visionaries who are
developing technologies that
could change the future for
all of us. Alongside, we have
expert advice on how to make
the most out of life’s failures,
and a piece about the gourmet
trend for eating insects. We hope
there’s something for everyone.
As always, we’d love to
hear what you think of your
magazine. Please do email us
with any thoughts at: hello@
landrovermagazine.co.uk.
Enjoy the issue.

The New Land Rover Defender relishes challenges and
doesn’t care much for impossibilities. With permanent
all-wheel-drive and world-first configurable Terrain
Response technology, it has the capability to push
boundaries even further. Tested in every condition
in every environment on every surface you might
encounter, it always comes out the other side, ready
for the next challenge. Defender. An icon in a category
of one.
landrover.com

Official WLTP Fuel Consumption for the Land Rover Defender in mpg (I/100km): Combined 32.2-22.6 (8.8-12.5). Official WLTP CO2 Emissions 230-283 g/km. The figures
provided are as a result of official manufacturer’s tests in accordance with EU legislation. For comparison purposes only. Real world figures may differ. CO2 and fuel economy
figures may vary according to factors such as driving styles, environmental conditions, load, wheel fitment and accessories fitted.
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Lotte Jeffs

The award-winning feature writer,
columnist and author of How to
be a Gentlewoman: The art of
soft power in hard times, lives in
London with her wife and baby.
Lotte learns how to fail from
podcaster Elizabeth Day (p.52)

Arsalan Mohammad

Based between London, Dubai
and Berlin, Arsalan writes about
the arts for the likes of Esquire,
The Financial Times and Harper’s
Bazaar, and produces a podcast
where celebrities discuss their
favourite David Bowie albums.
Visiting Dubai in a Range Rover,
Arsalan charts the city’s rise (p.56)

“Watching my daughter grow
up so she can help me to
understand what it means to be
a young person in today’s world.
I’m hoping she’ll keep my finger
on the pulse in terms of new
music, technology and fashion!”
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Jimi Famurewa

Restaurant critic for the London
Evening Standard newspaper’s
ES Magazine, Jimi also appears
on BBC food programmes.
Jimi tucks into the growing trend
of insect eating (p.64)

John Alexander

An ex-Royal Navy diver, John
now works as an adventure
and portrait photographer.
He is a Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society.
John accompanies two British
adventurers to the Pyrenees
in a new Defender (p.28)

“Seeing how various zero-carbon
initiatives translate into joyful,
innovative new ways to live. (Also
a highly improbable 2029 UEFA
Champions League triumph for
Charlton Athletic.)”

“Exploring the corners of the
world with projects that capture
the beauty of our planet and
the diversity of its people.”
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Classic Consignment is the only way to sell your classic Land Rover with
complete confidence. Our trusted experts handle every aspect of the sale
using their unique knowledge and understanding to find a new home for
treasured vehicles quickly, eﬃciently, safely and securely.
Our specialist insight and appreciation of the classic landscape enables us to
swiftly agree a fixed valuation upfront, so customers can relax, confident they
are receiving the best possible price for their vehicle with no additional or
hidden charges.
We share the same automotive passion as our customers and, as custodians
of the past, our consignment service is operated for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts,
to preserve the future of these cherished machines.
Whether your classic Land Rover is rare, collectible or simply an exceptional
example of a past model, our team of specialists will ensure both you and
your vehicle will be cared for to the highest standards.
Find out more at jaguarlandroverclassic.com/consignment

<# R# >Road, Ryton-on-Dunsmore, CVS 3LF
t) +44 (0)203 601 1255 e) classic@jaguarlandrover.com. Address: Classic Works, Imperial

Beijing,
China

Image: Overview. Source imagery © Maxar Technologies

Designed by British
company Zaha Hadid
Architects, Beijing’s Daxing
International Airport –
nicknamed ‘The Starfish’ –
opened in September
2019. At 700,000m2,
the terminal is the world’s
largest single-structure
airport building and
expects to handle up to 45
million passengers a year.
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The best of global satellite,
aerial and drone photography

Lake Bogoria,
Kenya

Photography: Cristobal Serrano

Each year, in July and
August, some 1.5 million
flamingos descend on this
Rift Valley lake. The highly
saline and alkaline volcanic
lake waters are a breeding
ground for blooms of
green and red algae, which
are toxic to most animals,
but provide abundant food
for the birds due to their
unique metabolism.

Lancaster,
California, USA

Image: Cineatra Media

In this desert town just
north of LA, startup
innovator Heliogen is
developing a system that
can concentrate sunlight
to create temperatures up
to 1,000°C – hot enough
to replace fossil fuels in
industrial processes such
as steel manufacturing.
The Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation is a backer.

Sydney,
Australia

Photography: Peter Yan Studio

Mona Vale ocean pool,
in a northern suburb of
Sydney, is one of more
than 100 man-made
seawater outdoor pools
on the coast of New South
Wales. Built from the early
19th century, the pools
allow bathers to enjoy
the Pacific Ocean without
worrying about local rip
tides or sharks.

THE NEW DISCOVERY SPORT PLUG-IN HYBRID

CHARGED FOR
ADVENTURE

V I S TA
TRAVEL. GEAR. LUXURY. ACHIEVEMENT.

“

Private terraces give way
to the arresting panorama
of the Utah desert...

”

You can now take the kids to their various adventures more
efficiently with the New Discovery Sport Plug-in Hybrid.
With an EV-only range of up to 62km, it’s perfect for your
hectic week, and when the weekend comes, you have the
flexibility of a petrol engine for those far-flung adventures.
landrover.com

Powder station

Official WLTP Fuel Consumption for the 20MY Land Rover Discovery Sport Plug-In Hybrid in mpg (I/100km): Combined 175.5-143.3 (1.6-2.0). Official WLTP CO2 Emissions
36-44 g/km. EV range figures are based upon production vehicle over a standardised route. Range achieved will vary dependent on vehicle and battery condition, actual
route and environment and driving style. The figures provided are as a result of official manufacturer’s tests in accordance with EU legislation. For comparison purposes only.
Real world figures may differ. CO2, fuel economy, energy consumption and range figures may vary according to factors such as driving styles, environmental conditions,
load, wheel fitment and accessories fitted.

The coolest place to go skiing
is now on top of a power plant

Running wild

China’s marathon man defies
the limits of human endurance
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Jump to it

On the sets of the latest Bond film
with the new Land Rover Defender
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JUST DESERTS
Tranquil oases set amidst the stark beauty of desert
landscapes, these four luxury lodges are perfect for
disconnecting from the world and recharging your soul

Longitude 131
Uluru, Australia
With views that reach far across the russet landscape, this wilderness
camp has played host to the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, and
is the closest luxury lodge to the ancient, sacred monolith. Bed
down in a palatial tented pavilion adorned with Aboriginal art,
or soak in the dune-top plunge pool. longitude131.com.au

Amangiri
Utah, USA

Anantara Al Jabal
Al Akhdar Resort

A vision of polished concrete
and clean lines, the Amangiri’s
rooms come with private
terraces that give way to the
arresting panorama of the
Utah desert. Yoga, horseback
riding and hiking expeditions
are on offer, as well as hot-air
ballooning and helicopter tours
of the region’s spectacular rock
formations. For a day of selfcare, step into the 2,300m2 spa
and indulge in Navajo-inspired
treatments. aman.com

Nizwa, Oman
Set 2,000m above sea level
overlooking a sci-fi landscape
of dramatic canyons and cliff
edges, this resort is ideal for
the intrepid traveller, offering
everything from abseiling
to archery. Four sensational
restaurants serve a variety of
cuisines, from Middle Eastern
to Italian. anantara.com
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Hoanib Valley Camp
Kaokoland, Namibia
Evening campfires and game
rides are how days are spent
in this exclusive and remote
tented campsite, with sightings
of elephants, giraffes and
rhinos on the cards. Solar
powered, and with foundations
made from wood, bamboo
and recycled composite,
the camp treads lightly, too.
naturalselection.travel
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EXPLORER

POWER GAMES
Is this the world’s coolest power station,
or the world’s greenest ski slope?

A Danish masterclass in combining work and
play has opened in Copenhagen in the form
of a revolutionary waste-to-energy plant.
Copenhill’s internal machinery is positioned
in height order to create a vast sloping
roof that accommodates an artificial ski/
snowboard slope, hiking trail and climbing
wall. You can improvise in the freestyle park,
explore the timed slalom course or glide
down a slope the same length as an Olympic
half-pipe. One wall hosts the world’s tallest
(85m) artificial climbing wall, while a
sprawling après ski bar welcomes guests for
a cooling-off pint. Beneath it all, humming
furnaces and turbines convert 440,000
tonnes of waste a year into clean energy
and heat for 150,000 homes. copenhill.dk

RUNNING THE GAUNTLET
Chinese ultra-athlete Chen Penbin has achieved a slew of staggering endurance feats, such as
completing 100 marathons in 100 days, earning the nickname ‘China’s Forrest Gump’. Now the
former fisherman has joined his national cross-country ski team. We find out what drives him
How did you enter the world
of endurance sports?
Purely by chance. It all
started when I won a push-up
competition, racking up 438
push-ups non-stop. I remember
the stunned look on people’s
faces – it gave me the confidence
to start running seriously.
Why do you think you have
this propensity for physical
pursuits?
I started fishing when I was 13,
growing up on a tiny island in
eastern China. The labour was
incredibly gruelling, and I ate
a lot of fish – perhaps the
nutrition helped.

Copenhill is an epicentre
for urban mountain sport

PL AN BEE
Global honeybee populations have dropped as a result of loss
of habitat, but urban beekeepers are on a mission to support
them, while educating people on the importance of pollinators.
US company BEEcosystem has introduced a new concept in
beekeeping – a modular hive system that can grow as your bee
colony does, while helping to raise awareness of the importance
of apiculture. Ideal for either a home or outdoor setup, the slim,
wall-mounted modules come with easy window attachments,
night filters to protect the bees’ daily rhythms, and extensive
ongoing support information. beecosystem.buzz
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Here’s the buzz on how to preserve urban pollinators

What do you do in your
spare time?
I love taking photos and I collect
cameras. I don’t have any photos
of myself when I was younger
and I don’t want the same for
my daughter, so I’m always taking
photos of her and my wife.
Had you skied before
you were invited to join
the Chinese national
cross-country ski team?
Forget skiing, I had never seen
snow before! I thought, ‘if a
41-year-old can start a sport
from scratch at a professional

INTERVIEW: CHIA-WEN LIU. ILLUSTRATION: CRISTINA CHUNG

How did you train for 100
marathons in 100 days?
It took four months to prepare
for. I had a team of 30 people,
including nutritionists and
physiotherapists. Most of my
training was aerobic, to get my
heart rate strong and consistent.

What is the most challenging
race that you’ve ever
completed?
One that sticks in my mind was
La Ultra – The High, a 333km
race in the Himalayas. At 5,000m,
I suffered acute altitude sickness,
not helped by the extreme
temperatures. I was elated
when I finished.
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level, how inspiring would that
be?’ Training is going well for
the 2022 Winter Olympics. I’ve
recently learned a new technique
which will help me improve.
Where do you see yourself
in 20 years’ time?
I’ll always run and be active.
I often visit schools to coach
kids in their running technique,
and talk about the importance
of sport, so I’ll continue with that.
I want to inspire people to take
fitness seriously.
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KIT

FOR A LIFE LE SS ORDINARY
Gear, gadgets and gifts to lift the everyday

Beautifully made mini electric
guitar for kids. Its three strings
are easy to master and an app
teaches you basic chords.
loogguitars.com

02 Kaffeeform latte cup

and saucer Made in Germany
from recycled coffee grounds.
kaffeeform.com

03 Hövding 3 airbag helmet
Great for urban cycling or
mountain-biking. Inflates in
0.1 seconds and gives eight
times more protection than
a bike helmet. hovding.com

04 Bramwell Brown

weather clock A barometer
forecasts the weather and
relevant scenes whirr into
view. Handmade in Britain.
bramwellbrown.com

05 Land Rover welded

thermo jacket Packed with
innovations, from PrimaLoft
Silver for lightweight warmth
to a RECCO integrated
antenna to aid location by
rescuers in an emergency.
shop.landrover.com

06 Wyatt and Jack zipped

tote Hardwearing, unique
bags upcycled from old
bouncy castles and
inflatables. wyattandjack.com

07 Bohempia Milek shoes

Hemp canvas makes these
high-tops strong, breathable
and sustainable. The outsole
is natural rubber and they’re
PETA-certified vegan.
bohempia.com

08 Hasselblad X1D II 50C

The award-winning medium
format camera gets an
upgrade with a 50-megapixel
sensor and enlarged 3.6-inch
touch display. hasselblad.com

09 Tom Dixon Swirl

Stepped bookends Made
from recycled powdered
residue from the marble
industry mixed with pigment
and resin. tomdixon.net

03
02

10 The Story of Tools by

Hole & Corner The history
of hand tools from all over
the world, told through
photos and interviews with
the makers who know them
best. pavilionbooks.com

06

11 GilletteLabs heated

razor A warming bar gives
the feel of a hot towel shave
at the touch of a button.
Comes with a magnetic
wireless charging base.
gillette.co.uk

WORDS: CARAMEL QUIN PHOTOGRAPHY: ANDY BARTER

01 Loog Pro electric guitar

05

04

12 Land Rover Above

& Beyond multi tool Nine
hard-wearing tools in one.
The tools are machined from
grade 420 stainless steel for
hardness, with an aluminium
handle to save weight.
shop.landrover.com
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13 Vaonis Stellina Stargazing

10
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09

07

made simple. This 80mm
aperture refractor telescope
is controlled via a simple app
and can produce stunning
digital photos. smartech.buzz
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14 Marvis toothpaste

An Italian toothpaste that
will beautify any bathroom
shelf. Contains fluoride and
aromatics with delicious
flavours including Ginger
Mint. marvis.com

12
14

15 Wooden Spoon Herbs

11

13

Buggin’ Out spray
Natural bug spray that
repels mosquitoes, midges,
gnats and ticks with a herbal
blend of witch hazel, apple
vinegar and lavender.
woodenspoonherbs.com
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BEHIND THE SCENES

T I M E T O F LY
The Land Rover Defender goes
aerial in the latest Bond film

Story: Dan Stevens Photograph: David Shepherd

The first time you see a Land Rover Defender
in the new James Bond film No Time To Die,
it’s travelling at about 50mph – some ten feet
off the ground. Then it’s followed by two
more, also going airborne as the drivers
attempt to catch 007.
The image to the right is an exclusive
behind-the-scenes shot of the new Defender
making its on-screen debut as it barrels over
the crest of a hill using a carefully positioned
ramp to ‘grab some air’.
“It doesn’t get bigger than Bond,” says
No Time To Die‘s Stunt Coordinator Lee
Morrison. For this scene, Morrison was
looking to put Bond into a ‘lonely, open
place, to make it feel like he was a wild
animal being chased across the landscape’.
Normally, for a stunt like this, Morrison
would have jump harnesses installed to hold
the driver in place. But, after trialling the jump
himself, he realised that, with lowered tyre
pressures, all the Defender would need was
a five-point race harness to keep the driver
safe. In fact, other than essential safety kit for
the stunt such as roll cages, the Defenders
were standard-issue under the skin.
“We pushed the Defender further than we
believed possible to generate the maximum
excitement,” says Morrison. “The cars took
everything we threw at them and kept going.”
It’s testament to how robust the Defender is.
Behind the wheel of one Defender was
Jessica Hawkins, a young British racing driver
more used to keeping cars on the ground in
single-seater championships than making an
SUV fly on her first ever stunt job. “The first
time we did the jump, when I was airborne
I thought, this is going to hurt,” she says.
“I was concerned about the landing,”
agrees Morrison. “It was wet, muddy and
slippery. I said to the crew, this will be tough.
But the vehicles looked after them brilliantly.
And we weren’t looking after the vehicles –
they made a big thud when they landed!”
Hawkins says the chance to perform the
stunt was a huge opportunity. “It was thrilling,
if intimidating,” she says. “I knew the pressure
was on to perform. But the ease with which
the Defender absorbed such high impact was
impressive. It handled everything we asked of
it, and I know the big screen will attest to that.
After all, Bond fans will accept nothing less.”
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Professional stunt drivers in film set situation. Do not attempt.
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POINT-TO-POINT

NESRINE DALLY
British hijabi Muay Thai boxer tells us
how she maintains balance in her life

HAPPY
FAMILIES
Having small children
needn’t mean losing out on
big holiday experiences
Travelling with young kids? Keen
to keep your sanity? Enter Two
Point Four, one of the world’s
first experiential tour operators
to cater to children as young as
two, with tours designed to teach
kids about the world beyond the
classroom by exploring different
cultures, cuisines and wildlife.
New tours on offer include a
12-day Bali adventure, where
families can learn how to surf,
play in mud pits and pick up
the martial art of Mepantigan,
adults can white water raft
while children paint, and learn
how to cook Balinese food. A
ten-day Costa Rica itinerary is
packed with nature walks around
Poás Volcano National Park,
family yoga, an adult waterfalljumping trip, kids’ interactive
traditional dance lessons and
kayaking down Rio Celeste.
twopointfourtravel.com

What inspired you to take
up sport professionally?
Sport runs in my family; my
older sister was a speed-skating
champion. I started swimming
at the age of nine, and got into
weight training after secondary
school. At university I wanted to
do a contact sport. Muay Thai
is a full-body, holistic form of
training and I fell in love with it
from the first session. It’s such a
challenging form of exercise
and I really wanted to master it.
Did you have any reservations
about wearing a hijab while
competing?
Wearing the hijab was something
that I’d wanted to do for a long
time. It had taken a while to get
myself into the right headspace
spiritually. But when I wore it
for the first time, it just felt right.
I wasn’t sure how my clients or
career would be affected by it,
but it made little difference to
any aspect of my life.
Do you think you’ve opened
the doors to women who may
not have considered sport?
Yes, I feel I have opened doors
for many other women who may
have felt restricted in their lives
and not able to do that kind of
thing. If anything, it also acted
as a small step towards helping
Muslim women being taken
seriously in sport in general, as
many of them just didn’t know
what to wear beforehand.

How do you maintain physical
and mental focus?
I’m very driven. I set myself mini
goals, then medium-term and
longer-term goals. I start by
chipping away at the mini goals,
week by week. I run, do gym
workouts and specific Muay
Thai exercises. Training keeps
me sane, makes me happy and
makes me feel powerful.
Apart from athletic success,
what is important to you?
I have young children, so family
is the main priority. If I can’t get
a babysitter I can take the pram
with me and jog around the park.
If I can’t leave the house, I’ll do a
workout at home. I make do with
whatever time I have.
Do you balance your job with a
hobby that helps you to relax?
I love travelling, exploring
different cultures and meeting
different people.
What has your journey in
fitness taught you about life?
If you can work at trying to
overcome the things that
challenge you in life, you’ll always
become a better version of
yourself. Try not to run away from
the things that you’re scared of.
Run towards them instead.
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NORWAY
Jevnaker

Manshausen Island

Nordskot

Nordskot

Distance 810 miles

Set on a remote island, this
exclusive accommodation
offers seven stylish ‘sea
cabins’, each with two
bedrooms and a huge glass
viewing platform at the front
that gives panoramic views
of the fjord. The local area
offers kayaking, diving,
cycling, climbing and
summer and winter hiking.
If you’re lucky, you might
even see the Northern
Lights from your bedroom.

Driving time Four days

BALANCE INTERVIEW: LUKE PONSFORD; PHOTOS: OLI HILLYER-RILEY. IMAGES: DAIGA ELLABY, SIMON RAE; KIELL OVE STORVIK, LAURIAN GHINIOIU, AINA BYE

BALANCE

Norway offers spectacular driving roads
and scenery. In winter, you need a good
four-wheel-drive system to open up
the country’s north but, in the summer,
roads are clear well beyond the Arctic
Circle. This route starts near the capital
Oslo and heads up to dramatic fjords.
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South Sami Museum
and Cultural Center
Snåsa

Kistefos Museum
and Sculpture Park
Jevnaker
Opened in 1996 on the site
of an old wood pulp mill, this
is Northern Europe’s largest
sculpture park for contemporary
art and a key hub of Norway’s
cultural scene. The extensive
grounds are filled with modern
sculpture and installations
and dramatic architecture. Its
latest gallery is a ‘living bridge’,
opened in October 2019, that
twists as it reaches 60m across
the Randselva river.

01

02
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The Sami people have lived
in northern Scandinavia for
3,500 years. They’re best
known for reindeer herding
in the Arctic but the people
and culture extend much
further south. This museum
allows you to experience
life in a traditional gamma
mud hut, explore Sami
storytelling, and see the
traditional arts and crafts
central to Sami culture.

PEAK
PERFORMANCE

Two mould-breaking British adventurers practise for their Antarctic
expedition in the snowy Pyrenees with the new Land Rover Defender
Story Marisa Cannon Photography John Alexander
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accessible, and introduce underprivileged
young people to the way of life that has
transformed both of theirs.
But first, there’s a mountain in Andorra
to conquer. The Defender, a 110 X in
dazzling Fuji White, crunches through the
snow towards the starting trail of one of the
country’s highest peaks, Casamanya. From
there, Dwayne and Phoebe will continue on
foot and camp close to the summit, 2,740m
above sea level, where the icy conditions,
sub-zero temperatures and wild camping
expertise gained will provide valuable
preparation for their time in Antarctica.
Dwayne first developed an appetite for
the outdoors as a boy in Jamaica, but a move
to London spelled an end to that. “I found it
difficult to make friends when I first moved
over,” he recollects. “So one day, I dug up a
load of insects in the school garden to show
my classmates, to teach them what I knew,
to impress them. As you can imagine, that
backfired – all the children ran away in horror.
I’d never felt so alone in my life. That’s when
I realised that the world I was now in was
completely different to the one I’d known.”
To fit in, Dwayne stuck to the status quo and
did what the other kids did. As he got older,
he fell into the world of street gangs, survived
a knife attack and was shot at, twice, at point
blank range. Both times, the gun misfired. He
then decided to re-evaluate what he wanted
out of life, and realised that his fondest
memories were of the years spent in Jamaica
climbing trees, foraging for his dinner and
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t’s 7.30am, but here in the
Andorran Pyrenees, darkness
still reigns. Light from the full
moon reflects off the conifers
covering the lower slopes.
By the time the sun crests the
peaks, the Land Rover Defender is making
good progress towards our base camp, some
500 metres above the town of Canillo.
Driving the Defender is British adventurer
Phoebe Smith, who manoeuvres the car up
the mountain slopes, while fellow explorer
Dwayne Fields plays DJ in the passenger
seat. “Let’s get some tunes on!” he declares,
cranking up the volume. Phoebe grins and
puts her foot down for the straight ahead,
cheerily ribbing him about his taste in music.
The pair have come to this tiny European
microstate on a training mission for their
most significant expedition to date, an
830-mile trek from Berkner Island in
Antarctica to the South Pole, set to take place
in November 2022. At the time of writing,
they’ve just completed a 40-day trek from the
northernmost point of Scotland to the bottom
of England, and you can tell, as they fizz with
energy and tease each other.
They met in 2017 while giving out Duke
of Edinburgh Awards at Buckingham Palace
and bonded over shared experiences,
including racial and gender barriers, they
had encountered in the world of adventuring.
Together they have created the WeTwo
Foundation, which aims to change the face
of adventure, make the outdoors more

roasting it on a fire – free in the wilderness.
From then on, Dwayne made it his mission
to make nature a part of his daily life as much
as possible. But personal tragedy also played
a part: “A friend was killed in 2007 and I
wanted to do something that would make the
people around me think more about what
they could achieve if they didn’t allow their
postcode to dictate their boundaries.”
In his twenties, Dwayne painstakingly
raised money to fund a trip to the Arctic,
becoming the first black Briton to walk the
400 miles to the magnetic North Pole. Today,
he is a Fellow of the Royal Geographic
Society, and his list of accomplishments has
only grown, from circumnavigating Jamaica in
a kayak, to an expedition with inner-city kids
to the summit of Ben Nevis.
Phoebe, a travel journalist who edited
Wanderlust magazine and now writes for
leading UK national newspapers, rarely
saw female adventure role models growing
up. Her interest was stoked when she was
persuaded by a friend in Australia to sleep
overnight in a swagbag (a roll-away bed used
by local drovers) in the outback.
“I was terrified,” she remembers. “I had
never wanted to camp. Before I got in the
bed, they listed all of the things that could kill

you, and I thought, ‘I’m going to hate this!’”
Of course, she didn’t – and she has gone
on to become the first person to sleep in all of
the most extreme points of mainland Britain,
overnighted on the summits of the highest
mountains in Wales, England and Scotland,
and published ten books, including the bestselling Extreme Sleeps: Adventures of a Wild
Camper and Wilderness Weekends: Wild
Adventures in Britain’s Rugged Corners.
The number of women making careers
out of adventuring has certainly risen since
Phoebe’s childhood, but a vast gender
imbalance still persists.
As the Defender navigates the narrow
hairpins towards base camp, Dwayne and
Phoebe explain their core motivation for the
South Pole expedition: to take a group of
underprivileged young people from the UK
on an expedition ship to Antarctica in 2021.
“The kids that we want to reach are from
backgrounds where they’ve been told, ‘You
can’t do that’, or it’s not even on their radar as
something they could do,” says Phoebe.
“We want them not only to see Antarctica
and fall in love with it, but also to understand
the issues that are being faced by the planet,
and open their eyes to career options that
they may have never come across otherwise.
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Have an ice day
Deep snow and
bitter cold pose
no barrier for the
adventurous

Trail blazers
Adventurers Dwayne
and Phoebe begin
their trek towards
Casamanya’s summit

We rise above the
treeline, greeted by a
dazzling blanket of
untouched snow

We really care about climate change, and we
both adore wildlife – one cannot live without
the other, and Antarctica is so important to
both. Our expedition intends to highlight this.
We want to do what no other expeditions do –
make it about the cause, not the glory.”
Driving the Defender is an unparalleled
luxury in mountains like these – the tightest
switchbacks are deftly despatched; packed
snow poses not the slightest threat thanks
to its immense off-road capability. You feel
secure, completely protected from the
elements, whether facing mud, deep water or
ice. Here, there is plenty of all of them.
Arriving at base camp, the Defender glides
through snow half a metre deep and parks
up in a silent forest twinkling with frozen dew.
Dwayne and Phoebe offload bags of kit from
the car’s capacious boot. Backpacks, snow
boots, crampons for traction on ice, ice axes,
walking poles and gaiters are all extracted
and checked before being put to work.
“It’s going to be freezing cold in Antarctica,
average temperatures of -15°C to -20°C,
with constant winds. And we’ll be walking
uphill almost 90 per cent of the way, too,”
says Dwayne. “I feel like I have a good idea
of what to expect. I spent time with a sport
psychologist before I first went to the North
Pole and learnt a few techniques to help me
focus, and equally distract myself.”
Phoebe adds: “We’ll be hauling everything
we’ll need on a sled to camp with us, but
the main thing that people talk about is the
boredom. The best training for it so far has
been the 40-day walk through Britain. Coping
was easy as long as we didn’t take ourselves
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too seriously and can have a laugh. Achieving
that boosted our confidence so we realised
we were ready and could cope with whatever
is thrown at us in Antarctica.”
Andorra’s high-altitude landscape will
serve the pair well as preparation for camping
in Antarctica. Known for its ski resorts, this
tiny country, nestled into the mountainous
border between France and Spain, enjoys 90
per cent forest cover and snow-coated peaks
every way you look. Casamanya – the peak
the pair are due to ascend – is one not to miss.
It divides Andorra’s east and west valleys,
promising panoramic views of a sensational
landscape. Just a few hundred metres below
the summit will be Dwayne and Phoebe’s
home for the night as they test their resolve
against bitter temperatures, exposed to the
harshest of the Pyrenees’ elements.
On the way up, the trail is hemmed in by
dark thickets of black pine, whose indented
trunks reveal the presence of woodpeckers,
while high above, chiffchaffs dart through
the upper tiers of the forest. Snow compacts
underfoot with a satisfying crunch as the pair
stride forward, alert for fallen branches or
debris that might compromise their footing.
A steep ravine extends below on the right.
Walking poles plunge deeper into snow with
every step taken.
Eventually, the treeline gives way to a
dazzling blanket of untouched snow. The
drift here is substantial, and Dwayne at the
front trudges through, making deep, scruffy
footprints across the pristine stretch. Further
ahead, the summit comes into view and, just
below it, a cluster of rocks to mark the small
spot of level ground the pair have identified

as the best place to pitch their tent. Bolstered
by the sight, they quicken their pace and soon
arrive at the saddle, shrugging off their packs
before taking in the view.
Chestnut-coloured mountains define the
horizon, and a white vapour trail from a lone
jet aircraft courses through the cobalt sky.
Wispy clouds gather around shorter peaks in
the distance, and a griffon vulture drifts above
the bottle green valleys. It’s a breath-taking
spot in which to spend the night.
Unpacking her equipment, Phoebe
explains why they’ve chosen this location in
particular: “Level ground is most important
for camping. We need somewhere that
we can get our pegs in but is comfortable
enough to sleep on, and where there’s
nothing that can fall on us from above.”
Avalanche risk is something that the pair have
also been mindful of – these commonly occur
on a gradient of 35-40°, which is at a lower
gradient than where they’re camping.
After a final hike to Casamanya’s summit
and a mug of thawing tea, the pair pitch
their home for the night, settling in to brace
themselves for the cold that will set in as soon
as the sun dips below the horizon.
The next morning, the sun is gloriously
brilliant at 9am when Dwayne and Phoebe
arrive at base camp. They’re bang on time,
excited and hungry. “Temperatures got down
to -6°C last night, and we were lucky that
the wind dropped eventually,” says Dwayne.
“It was a perfectly clear night, cold but
gorgeous. It’s what we’re likely to experience
in Antarctica. That’ll be colder, of course, but

“This is a chance to reset from
the day in a kind of sanctuary,
like a breath of fresh air”
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Roomy with a view
Practice makes
perfect for the
Antarctic expedition

EXPEDITION CLOTHING SUPPLIED BY ELLIS BRIGHAM (ELLIS-BRIGHAM.COM); TENT SUPPLIED BY
TERRA NOVA (TERRA-NOVA.COM). ACCOMMODATION COURTESY HOTEL SKI PLAZA AND WELLNESS
(EN.HOTELSKIPLAZAANDORRA.COM). FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ANDORRA: VISITANDORRA.COM

we won’t get the sudden shift in temperature
like we did last night because the continent
will be in summer so there’ll be daylight 24/7.
It’s crucial to get extreme training like this,
because we can’t replicate it in the UK.
“The other challenge was about working to
monitor the conditions, manage the changes
of terrain, and being efficient with our kit,”
Dwayne continues as the Defender’s rear
door swings wide, ready to swallow all the kit
once again. “In Antarctica you’ve got to be so
organised with your equipment. We will need
to be able to locate and manage kit quickly
– it could be the difference between a finger
dropping off or not.”
They’re buzzing, almost evangelical about
the views from the mountain last night
before hunkering down in the tent. “Every
so often we could hear the reverberations
of controlled avalanche explosions in
the distance,” says Phoebe. “They felt so
incredibly loud, like a gunshot against this
eerie silence.”
What does it feel like to be on the top of
a mountain, completely alone? “It feels like
the safest place on Earth,” she says. “You’re
completely protected, sheltered. It gives you
a chance to reset from the day in a kind of
sanctuary, like a breath of fresh air.”
As they pack the gear into the Defender,
the vastness of the landscape extends in
front, rays of sun strafing the powder-smooth
clearing below an enormous sweep of
sky. “It’s stunning,” says Dwayne, carefully
positioning his razor-sharp crampons in the
car’s boot. It’ll be an invaluable memory to
draw upon.

Paint it
bright
Fifty years ago the Range Rover was unveiled to
the world in a blaze of glory – and glorious colour.
Reflective of the era, many of the shades of paint
available for the car in the 1970s – from Lincoln
Green to Masai Red – dramatically outshine the
more muted tones that are preferred nowadays.
As Land Rover commemorates the marque’s 50th
birthday with the launch of a special Anniversary
edition Range Rover in throwback colours (Tuscan
Blue, Davos White and Bahama Gold), we bring
together three classic models in distinctive hues,
and celebrate them alongside the best of
colour-matched British contemporary fashion.

Photography James Day

RANGE ROVER 3.5L V8 PETROL, 1973 SUFFIX B
IN LINCOLN GREEN (COLOUR AVAILABLE 1970-1982)

Previous page: (blue) Jacket and jeans by Daniel w. Fletcher; polo shirt by Lou Dalton; Booker loafers by Grenson;
(green) quilted overcoat by House of Holland; Nanette boots by House of Holland x Grenson; gold lucky charm necklace
by Lucy Williams x Missoma; The Tale of Virgil necklace by Alighieri; (red) Carmel dress by Roland Mouret;
Sunrise sandals by House of Holland; Gold Ridge chunky hoops and ring by Lucy Williams x Missoma
This page: (green) Jackie trench in technical check by Mulberry; Bowie zip shirt by YMC;
Nanette boots by Grenson; The Onyx Nightfall earrings by Alighieri; (blue) outfit as listed above
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RANGE ROVER 3.5L V8 PETROL, 1970 SUFFIX A
ONE OF THE ORIGINAL PRESS LAUNCH CARS,
IN MASAI RED (COLOUR AVAILABLE 1970-1982)

Felicity jacket and Ashley trousers in woven wool by Mulberry; Norina top by Roland Mouret;
Sunset sandal shoes by House of Holland ;The Frida earrings by Lunar; Il Leone bracelet by Alighieri
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STYLIST: OTTER HATCHETT; MAKE-UP AND GROOMING: JOANNA BERNACKA;
MODELS: JAMEL GORDON-LYNCH AT ELITE, RANA OLIVEIRA AT WILD, ROBYN SCHRIKKER AT NEVS

(green) Suit by House of Holland; The Edith No. 1 earrings by Lunar; (blue) The Cromwell jacket
and Judo pant by Oliver Spencer; Lineman shirt by E Tautz; Bennett shoes by Grenson

RANGE ROVER 3.5L V8 PETROL, 1981
IN TUSCAN BLUE (COLOUR AVAILABLE 1970-1982)
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Using his 2020 vision, Chris Haslam

We all have pivotal moments in our life: a new job,
a growing family, or the need for greater financial
flexibility. Land Rover subscription by Pivotal offers
the freedom to drive our latest range. If priorities
change, simply pause the subscription.
Receive an updated vehicle every six months and
switch to plug-in hybrid when the time is right.

WWW.DRIVEPIVOTAL.COM

profiles some of the innovators whose
work will define the future for all of us
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M AT E R I A L S T E C H N O L O G Y

NICK & STEVE TIDBALL
FOUNDERS, VOLLEBAK

W

hile other companies
think about creating
clothing that can
withstand the extreme
conditions on Earth,
London-based clothing
innovator Vollebak is
creating items built for the first missions to
Mars. Vollebak is Flemish for ‘all out’ and that
attitude is brought to life in every aspect of
the company’s clothes.
In the five years since it was founded it has
produced a world-first jacket using the Nobel
Prize-winning super-material graphene;
created clothes designed to last a century;
developed a T-shirt made with eucalyptus
and plant algae that will break down into
worm food once it’s discarded; made a
Black Squid Jacket that mimics the animal’s
adaptive camouflage; and designed a puffer
jacket using the strongest fibre ever created.
Each item is radical in its construction, using
some of the most advanced materials on the
planet, and available in small numbers at
premium prices.
Founded by twin brothers Nick and Steve
Tidball, Vollebak has legions of fans impressed
by its desire to discover and develop futuristic
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“WE WANT TO MAKE CLOTHES
FROM THE FUTURE”

PHOTOGRAPHY: BEN QUINTON

materials. “Making our clothes often requires
new production methods and materials that
have never been seen before,” explains Steve.
The inspiration for Vollebak came from the
brothers’ own history of pushing boundaries.
“We have always been into extreme activities,”
says Steve. “And when we turned 30 we
started running ultra-marathons. We were
lucky enough to visit some of the craziest
places on the planet and meet some of the
most adventurous, forward-looking people.
But we both felt that the clothing they were
using didn’t marry with their needs.”
After years of working in advertising for
the world’s leading sport and fashion brands,
Nick and Steve felt that apparel companies
should be far more radical when it came to
the future. “We decided to become that
company,” says Steve. “Unlike a typical brand
which looks for a trend and offer products to
suit, we convince ourselves that a version
of the future exists to such a degree that we
are compelled to go and invent that version
of the future.”
And how do they come up with something
as left field as their jacket that becomes
stronger the colder the weather gets?
“We’re always trawling the world for
interesting ideas,” says Steve. When they read
about a rope used in the Arctic, typically on oil
tankers and ice-breaking ships, that gets
stronger the colder the conditions, they went
looking for a supplier who was willing to make
a fabric version for them. “When you combine
that research with the fact that damaged
clothing in extreme conditions could be lifethreatening, we’ve got the ingredients for
our Indestructible Puffer jacket,” says Steve.
With products selling out as soon as they’re
made available, Vollebak is in an enviable
position now, but how does Steve see
clothing evolving in the future?
“For the past 50,000 years, clothes have
kept us warm, cool, dry and alive, but over the
next few decades they’re going to do so
much more, whether they enhance strength
using exoskeletons, or become your doctor,”
he explains. “Your body is constantly emitting
signals. The question is, if your jacket knows
you’re about to have a heart attack, what can
it do with that data?”
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f you want to cure a
disease, you first have
to understand a disease.
But how can you hope
to know everything
about it when the
information is
distributed across thousands of medical
journals published over 50 years? It’s too
much for any human to process. But artificial
intelligence can now offer an answer.
Medical research entrepreneur Katharina
Volz is building a computer super-brain
that can support human researchers by
processing the vast amount of research data
on a disease to suggest links and solutions
that humans might never have spotted.
Volz is CEO of San Francisco-based
OccamzRazor, a company founded to help
find a cure for Parkinson’s, a complex
neurodegenerative disease that affects more
than ten million people across the world.
After graduating from Harvard Medical
School and getting a PhD from Stanford, Volz
was set to follow an academic career. But, in
2016, she received a call from someone close
who had been diagnosed with Parkinson’s.
“I was devastated,” she says. “I made a
resolution that I was going to find a cure.”
Eighty per cent of all the information in
biomedicine is in medical publications and
clinical documents. In order to start her
search, Volz had to build a new technology
that was able to understand these scientific
papers to help formulate better hypotheses.
“Parkinson’s is a poorly understood
disease,” she explains. “Patients develop
different symptoms – tremors, loss of sense of
smell, balance problems. We need to bring
together information from disparate areas like
genomics, proteomics and metabolomics.
It is too complex for humans to grasp

MEDICAL ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

K ATH A RIN A VOL Z
CEO, OCCAMZR A ZOR

everything involved.” So Volz and her
small team of machine-learning experts,
biomedical scientists and computational
biologists started by identifying the hundreds
of key phrases to do with the disease, before
working with the AI lab at Stanford University
to develop a machine learning system that
could ‘understand’ the papers.
“We developed a natural languageprocessing algorithm that could identify
various elements as well as their biological
relationships,” explains Volz. Human
Parkinsome, as the system is now known, is
ten times faster than a human doing the same
job and just as accurate. “We’ve now fed more
than 20 million scientific papers through the
system and, as soon as a new paper gets
published, it’s immediately ingested into our
system,” says Volz. Researchers can query the
suggested hypotheses and feed the results
back in, making the system smarter.
Now that an AI brain has been developed
to understand Parkinson’s, the team can apply
the same technology to other diseases. “The
platform is built in such a
way that we can plug in data
for cancer, for Alzheimer’s,
for any complex biological
disease,” says Volz. While
these are early days, she is
ambitious about changing
the way we do medical
research: “It’s ridiculous
that email software is more
“ I M A D E A RE SO LU TI O N TH AT
intelligent than the software
we use to find cures for
I WA S GOING TO FIND A CURE
diseases. But I feel hugely
optimistic. My motto is:
‘Everything is possible’.”
FOR PA RK I N SON ’S DI S E A S E ”
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HUMAN BIOCHIPPING

JOWAN ÖSTERLUND
FOUNDER & CEO, BIOHA X

the 1960s. We’ve even used biochips to
identify pets for years. What’s new is people
actively seeking to add technology into their
bodies – biohacking – when it isn’t strictly
necessary. It’s a new attitude to the sanctity
of the human form; people are becoming
excited about being more than human.
“We’re always trying to optimise everything
outside of ourselves, which is very resource
demanding and creates stress,” says
Österlund. “With biohacking you become a
part of that ecosystem of things. You’re the
key and you control it in every sense.”
It’s a promise of speed and convenience
that many find enticing. Biohax has had
unparalleled success and acceptance in its
native Sweden, where the national rail network
is now biochip-capable, and gym chain
Nordic Wellness allows members to open
turnstiles and lockers with their hands. There
are now around 6,000 people with Biohax
chips around the world. The change could be
revolutionary. “The success [of biohacking]
will ultimately come from educating people
about how they can benefit in the real world,”
says Österlund. “Imagine having to never
worry about lost keys or bank cards again!”
The technology remains controversial, with
many people raising privacy or even religious
objections. But the case for biochipping is
getting stronger. “Soon, being chipped will
allow paramedics and hospitals to identify
you and get information about medical
conditions even if you are unconscious,” says
Österlund. “It will undoubtedly save lives.”
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“THE FIRST TIME I PROGR AMMED MYSELF
W I T H I M P L A N T E D T E C H N O L O G Y, I F U L F I L L E D
T H E D R E A M S O F M Y 13 -Y E A R - O L D S E L F ”
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s a child, Jowan
Österlund loved
cyborgs. The
combination of human
biology and technology
fascinated him. As he
grew up, he pursued
a career in body augmentation through
piercings and other body modifications. But
it’s his founding of biochipping company
Biohax International that has seen Österlund
become the poster boy for an industry that
courts both controversy and big business in
equal measure. Is he opening a door for us all
to become cyborgs in one form or another?
Biochipping is a process where a microchip
in a tiny glass or resin cylinder is inserted
permanently under the skin, typically in the
flesh between the finger and thumb. Once
there, the unique identifier on the chip can be
programmed to perform a variety of functions
– unlocking personal medical data, opening
secure doors, or even paying for things.
Österlund argues that the technology offers
a future of enhanced personal security and
unrivalled convenience.
“The first time I actually programmed
myself with an implanted piece of technology,
I fulfilled the dreams of my 13-year-old self,”
he says. “The first thing I did was programme
my chip with a call trigger, so if I put my
phone on my arm it would call my wife.”
Integrating technology into bodies isn’t
new. Electronic pacemakers to regulate
hearts have been placed inside people since

THE POWER OF

failure
Five million people have listened to Elizabeth Day’s podcast How To Fail.
What makes it such a hit – and what can we all learn from it?

F

ailure isn’t what it used to
be. The term used to be
a devastating insult, but
in recent years it’s been
rehabilitated as we’ve all
been encouraged to ‘fail
fast’ or ‘fail forward’. From
personal misfortunes
splashed unashamedly
across social media, to startup-and-crash Silicon Valley
entrepreneurialism, failure
has never been so much in
the zeitgeist. And Elizabeth
Day is right at the heart of
that discussion.
“I am aware of the irony,
that the work I’ve made about failure has been the
most successful thing I’ve ever done,” Day, a long-time
friend, tells me. “But to find that being honest about my
vulnerabilities and weaknesses and encouraging others
to do the same resonated with people has been a gift.”
I’ve always thought of Day as one of the most
successful people I know – she’s published three novels
and interviewed some of the world’s most famous
people, from former SAS member and novelist Andy
McNab to innovative actor and scriptwriter Phoebe
Waller-Bridge, on her podcast, How To Fail. She asks
prescient questions, elegantly unearthing her guests’
emotional truths and the lessons they’ve learned.
But Day’s outward success masked her personal
struggles. “I think women, especially, are often

encouraged to put on a front to face the world,” she
confesses. “We live in this world of curated perfection
where we are only as good as our last Instagram post.
Of course, we know that’s not the whole truth but it’s
very hard to live with these standards we set.”
An Oxford graduate who was used to high achieving,
Day’s own struggle with failure led to the creation of
the podcast in 2018. “When I tried and failed to have
children in my thirties, with two unsuccessful rounds of
IVF and then a miscarriage at three months, it was the
first time I hadn’t achieved something I set my mind to,”
she says. She and her husband divorced soon after.
Having fallen in love with another man, however, she
was then unexpectedly dumped by him.
“It was three weeks before my 39th birthday,” she
recollects. “It was really brutal and out of the blue.” The
experience sent her into a dark period where she sought
to reassess her life. She’s fully aware that her narrative
might seem tame compared to the life tragedies some
experience but, as she explains: “Failure is an extremely
personal thing. We all have unique expectations of
ourselves and the life we should be leading.”
At the heart of Day’s perspective is the insight that
failing at things teaches far more about ourselves than
success ever can. “I’m not saying, ‘You must fail in this
particular way and you must fail well,’” she says. “It is
completely appropriate if you are going through
something really hard in your life to take time to grieve
that and come to terms with it. In no way do I fetishise
failure. All I’m saying is that it is something that happens
to all of us and I personally choose to believe that a
failure can be seen as a nudge from the universe in a
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different direction or a lesson that I’m being asked to
learn. It has helped me immensely in life to understand
that, just because I fail, it doesn’t make me a failure.”
In the aftermath of her relationship trauma came the
inspiration for How To Fail. “I wasn’t listening to songs
because they make me too depressed when heartbroken,”
says Day. “So, I was listening to a lot of inspirational
podcasts.” She was in LA at the time, and I was with her,
making ourselves busy during the day and spending
evenings in the Hollywood Hills, always talking and
trying to make sense of it all. “The universe is chaotic,
and that’s a very scary thing,” she adds. “That’s why we
have such a fear of failure. It’s the chink in the armour
of our own illusions about what we can control.”
Day talks animatedly about connecting with life in a
realistic way – not taking responsibility for things that
are out of your control, as relationships often are. While
we all experience things going wrong to one degree or
another, letting go of the expectations we place upon
ourselves, or those that society
places on us, can set us free.
“When I was in LA, I had
all these conversations with
women who were living
different kinds of lives,” says
Day. “There are a lot of women
my age who don’t have children
because they’ve chosen not to.
It’s liberating because there’s
a lot less judgement.” Having
reframed her expectations of
herself, Day began to develop her philosophy of failure
as transformative.
“For me, failure is when something doesn’t go
according to plan,” she enthuses. “But that implies that
you have control over your plan and that you’ve set the
plan yourself. When really you drill down, that plan is
often formulated by social conditioning. My plan was to
get married and have children, and that was formulated
by lots of 1980s romantic comedies. When that didn’t
go according to expectations I was faced with a blank
canvas. That was terrifying – but also liberating.”
Gaining a new perspective through talking and
opening up inspired her to share the experience to help
other people. “What if I could have a conversation on
a podcast about what I’ve learned from things going
wrong, and open it up to a wider audience?” she asked
herself. At the time, I agreed a podcast would be a good
idea, but I totally underestimated how many other
people would think it was too. “I honestly didn’t mind
if one person listened to it,” says Day. “It was

overwhelming to me that the podcast had thousands of
downloads overnight. By the end of the season there
were tens of thousands. Now we’re past five million.”
I ask her about the different approaches to the topic of
failure that she’s noticed between her male and female
guests. She explains: “For the first season all the men I
approached, apart from one, said, ‘I’m not sure I’m right
for this podcast as I don’t think I have failed.’ Whereas all
the women said, ‘I’ve failed so many times I can’t whittle
it down to three!’ The men weren’t being arrogant – they
gave open interviews – it was more that they didn’t see it
as failure. They were more optimistic about life.” Having
made it to Season 7 of the podcast, people now come on
willing to be more vulnerable.
She says the guest she found genuinely life changing
was Mo Gawdat, former Chief Business Officer of Google
X, who has developed an algorithm for happiness. Day
recalls: “He said to me, ‘You exist separately from your
anxious brain. Your brain produces thoughts as organic
matter in the same way that
your heart pumps blood around
your body. You wouldn’t think
you were defined by your blood,
so why would you think you’re
defined by your thoughts? You
can choose how you see things.’”
Tragically, Gawdat’s son
Ali died at 21 during a routine
operation. In the aftermath of
that unimaginable trauma, Mo
would wake up every morning
and his first thought would be: ‘Ali died’. Day says: “After
a while he decided to think, ‘He died but he also lived’. It
was the same thought, but flipped.”
The podcast has inspired live shows, and Day’s book,
also called How To Fail, which has gone on to be a bestseller. Day is working on a new novel and also a new
book on failure called Failosophy. “It’s a practical guide
to how to deal with failure, according to my ‘Failure
Principles’,” she explains. “It will be a combination of
inspirational quotes and straightforward advice.”
The live shows have been one of the high points of
her career. She kicked off each one with a 20-minute
monologue, without notes: “It was really scary but I
wanted to be stripped back and speak from the heart.”
That authenticity and fearless vulnerability is what
endears Day to her audience. She’s prepared to let the
barriers down and admit that she stumbles – a refreshing
attitude in an age where we too often fall into the trap
of projecting shiny, perfect lives to the world. For
imperfection is a fact of life. It’s part of the journey.

“Failure is the chink

in the armour of our
own illusions about

what we can control”
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Sand and vision

In just over five decades, Dubai has blossomed from desert town to dream factory.
We mark the Range Rover’s 50th anniversary with a luxurious journey through time

Story Arsalan Mohammad Photography John Wycherley

T

he Arab states were not
always this peaceful. As we
glide over the mirror-smooth
tarmac strip that bisects the
desert, there is a blissful calm
inside the cabin of our Range Rover. Squalls
of sand blow across the road, trying to build
fresh dunes where we drive. Lonely road
signs are already buried neck deep.
For centuries this area was beset by tribal
warring. But, a little more than 50 years
ago, traditionally rival kingdoms made a
momentous decision. At the desert palace
of Samih, the leader of Abu Dhabi, Sheikh
Zayed met with the ruler of his old rival
Dubai, Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed Al Maktoum,
to propose the idea of a united nation that
would end the conflicts. Eight days later,
the leaders signed an agreement that led to
the formation of the United Arab Emirates
in 1971. Since then, peace and rapid
development have reigned.

our way to trace the city’s rapid development.
Our Range Rover is another innovator that’s
come a long way in the last 50 years. Even as
modern Dubai was born, it was redefining the
very notion of the luxury SUV. Today, as with
Dubai, it delivers the pinnacle of luxury.
To get a taste of the Dubai of 1970, the
year of the Range Rover’s birth, we head to
the docks. Old Dubai always faced out to the
sea, keeping the brutal desert behind it. The
area was known for its piracy and its pearls
and it fed on the waters of the Persian Gulf.
The low fishermen’s houses of old Dubai were
even constructed of blocks of coral taken
from the sea. Those houses are long gone
but the dhows – the large trading boats of the
previous two centuries – survive, albeit these
days transporting tourists up and down the
Dubai Creek. The dock has a drowsy air, with
workers sheltering from the harsh midday
sun. The organic, curving wood of the boats
is a contrast to the steel and glass corners of
the modern city.

At that time not even the most visionary
seers could have predicted that Dubai, the
junior partner in the federation in terms of oil
wealth, would one day be preparing to
embrace blockchain technologies, prioritising
renewables in construction, appointing a
Minister of Happiness, creating the world’s
first Hyperloop train networks and building
3D printed skyscrapers. Today it is home to
thousands of square kilometres of opulent
retail, hotel and office space. Fifty years ago
the population was about 65,000. Today it’s
edging past the three million mark, 85 per
cent of whom are expats chasing the Dubai
Dream.
Dubai marks its arrival as a global megacity by hosting the World Expo. They are
held every few years in different locations
around the world to promote global trade
and development and share culture. Dubai’s
celebration – the first ever Expo to be held in
the region – will host millions of visitors from
across the world.
We’re surrounded by the emirate’s vision
of progress now, threading our way through
the glittering skyscrapers of central Dubai on
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Look across the dock and from the
right angle the mix of low buildings and
magnificent wooden boats give you an idea
of what old Dubai must have looked like
before skyscraper seeds were sown across
the desert dunes. The sun is unrelenting and
we’re glad to get back into the cool interior
of the Range Rover and head off once more.
“If I wanted to have a fresh start in life,
Dubai is the place to be,“ says entrepreneur
Ryan Gazder over an iced tea, as boats drift
by. He was born in Muscat in neighbouring
Oman, and is a prime example of the story of
modern-day Dubai. Gazder arrived in the city
in 2003 with a backpack and £100 in cash.
Today, he lives in the Burj Khalifa, and is the
founder of a food hospitality company that
boasts a portfolio of projects in 45 countries.
“I have seen the city transform in the past
two decades,“ he smiles. “After travelling to
105 countries, I can say with certainty that the
pace of innovation and evolution here is like
no other city in the world.”

DREAM BOAT
The modernist lines
of the Range Rover
are framed by the
curves of a dhow

Off road sequences on dedicated land with full permissions

From the river, we head out of the city once
more, past the iconic clock tower that once
stood all alone on fresh roads through the
desert, a symbol of Dubai’s promise in the
1960s. It has long since been surrounded and
usurped as a symbol of progress and we’re
leaving it, too, heading back into the dunes
because we have a yoga appointment. Or at
least an appointment with a yoga building.
The brand new Al Kuthban Yoga Hall points
to the new future of the city state. It might be
just 30 miles from the ostentatious opulence
of Downtown, but it feels as if we’ve been
transported to another planet. Nestled in the
Al Marmoom Desert Conservation Reserve,
the Yoga Hall is a heart-shaped building
that looks from above as if a sand-coloured
butterfly had alighted between dunes. The
centre is part of the Al Marmoom Initiative
launched by Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
Al Maktoum, ruler of Dubai, in 2018. It’s part
of a project to protect Dubai’s native wildlife
and connect the city to the natural world.
The building itself is delicate and beautiful,
the light falling through organic-shaped holes
across its shading canopy. Inside is serene
and silent. You can see how this would be the

perfect place to stretch and meditate.
In stark contrast with this moment of calm,
we meet with racing driver and dune-dragster
extraordinaire, Ghaith Al Falasi. A cheerful
young man in a spotless white kandura,
Ghaith is of a generation of Emiratis who
view the manic evolution of their city with
energetic optimism.
He has been competing in drag and circuit
racing for 20 years, but these days Ghaith is
best known to his thousands of Instagram
followers for his dramatic desert driving
videos – jaw-dropping demonstrations of
control and grace, as he slides up and down
dunes at speed. Mention Land Rover and
he lights up. “When I was a kid, my dad
had two Land Rovers,” he says. “You know,
the Range Rover has always been the most
comfortable car for desert driving…”
We put his assertion to the test and take
off into the endless dunes. Our Range Rover
Vogue, which is fitted with an SVO Design
Pack, crests the peaks, half driving, half
flying, throwing sand up in great arcs from
the spinning wheels. It’s exhilarating, and the
car seems to enjoy this opportunity to show
its capability after all our smooth cruising.

DESERT ROSE
(left) Yoga Hall
is a breathtaking
interplay of ambition
and environment
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“You

get the feeling that the
impossible is being made real”

POWER TOWER
Dubai’s glittering
skyline has risen
out of the desert
in mere decades

As the sun starts to set, we make the most of
the Range Rover’s comforting seats for the
journey back into the city.
The next day, we immerse ourselves in the
Dubai of the now. We take in the majesty of
the world’s tallest building, the Burj Khalifa
in Downtown Dubai, and cruise round the
Design District, home to Dubai’s burgeoning
design community. Here the roundabouts
and small park areas are studded with
bright sculptures that celebrate the best of
international design brought to the city.
This move is part of a trend. Known for
its conspicuous wealth and unabashed
consumption, in recent years Dubai has been
striving to generate a new narrative for itself.
It’s seen an opportunity to embrace a more
discreet, ethical mode of luxury living. Today,

It’s showtime
What do televisions have
in common with the Eiffel
Tower? They both debuted at
a World Expo, as have many
other famous creations over
the past 150 years since the
first such event in London.
In 2021, it is Dubai’s turn to
host the quadrennial event
– the first ever to be held in
a Middle Eastern, African or
South Asian territory. With a
theme of ‘Connecting Minds,
Creating the Future’, Dubai
Expo will run from October
2021 to March 2022, with 25
million visitors predicted
to enjoy a kaleidoscope of
activities, exhibitions and
events celebrating humanity’s
strength, unity and solidarity.
Years in the making and
boasting avant-garde design
as seen in the image below,
this typically monumental
(and, at some £7bn, colossally
expensive) undertaking is being
billed as ‘the world’s greatest
show’. For more information,
visit: expo2020dubai.com

architects and interior designers in the region
are increasingly opting for recycled materials
in their designs.
Support for the arts is part of this new
narrative. The city has developed a thriving
hub of art galleries and exhibition spaces in
Alserkal Avenue, promoting art from across
the Middle East, and hosts an annual art fair.
It’s all part of a shift from beaches, skyscrapers
and mall culture towards something that
carries itself more lightly on the planet.
Before us now is The Dubai Frame, the
stunning new city landmark set back from the
skyscrapers of the city centre. Rising 150m
into the air, the building is two towers with a
viewing platform between them, all covered
in the golden circles that are the symbol
of the Dubai Expo 2020. The structure is
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positioned to frame old and new Dubai.
Look one way and it frames the older parts
of the city. Look through the other side
and Dubai’s skyscrapers can be seen rising
towards the sun. In this way, the Dubai Frame
is a kind of portal, almost a time machine,
linking the city’s past and future.
Take the lift to the top and the scene is
one your brain struggles to process. From
here, Dubai looks more fantastical than ever,
a city from the future transported into the
present day through the magic of some
movie trickery. Staring at the blades of glass
scything up from the sand dunes, you get
the feeling that anything could happen here,
that the impossible is being made real and
that new possibilities are just beginning to
be dreamed of.
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Red ants in a ginger and honey ‘amber’ at Alchemist

so sophisticated. Jimi Famurewa
delves into the rising culinary
art of gourmet entomophagy

I

NOT

CRICKETS
Guacamole with a gold-sprayed grasshopper at Ella Canta
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JUST

n 2017, foraging-focused
London restaurant Native
had a serious ant problem.
This was not, to be clear, the
sort of issue caused by an
infestation and solved by a
quick phone call to pest
control. No, it was rather that
everything else on the fledgling establishment’s
innovative menu – from wild mallard ragù to
wood pigeon kebab – was being completely
upstaged by one dish: petits fours of
meadowsweet fudge, provocatively
garnished with a scattering of wood ants.
“Pictures [of the dish] had been all over
Instagram, so we had people coming in
for just one fudge between a table of two,”
chuckles Imogen Davis, co-founder of Native
alongside chef Ivan Tisdall-Downes. “I’d be
looking at these people, having a tap water
and up on a chair with their cameras, thinking,
‘You’re taking up two of my 20 chairs, guys.’”
Here, in miniature, you have evidence of
the unstoppable rise of insect gastronomy.
Where once bug consumption brought to
mind caterpillars inching across improperly
washed salad leaves or a grisly forfeit on an
outback-set reality TV show, now it is being
embraced by some of the most cutting-edge,
acclaimed restaurants on the planet.
Take the tartare of charred avocado topped
with nutty pearls of ant larvae at Mexico City’s
pace-setting Quintonil; lamb brain adorned
with edible flowers, citrussy ants and roasted

mealworms at Copenhagen’s fantastical
Alchemist; or even baby hornets slowcooked in soy and mirin at Yanagiya, Japan’s
pilgrimage-worthy mountain restaurant.
Suddenly, trailblazing menus are, well,
crawling with thoughtfully prepared
invertebrates. Insect advocates such as Alex
Atala (of Michelin-starred São Paulo icon
D.O.M) are asking why people who consume
honey – ‘the excrement of a bee’ – can’t make
this additional leap. Throw in the separate,
Silicon Valley-backed movement to promote
entomophagy (the official name for eating
insects) as a vital alternative to intensively
farmed, environmentally damaging meat
production, and the trend looks like a perfect
culinary storm. So, can this modern embrace
of a scuttling ancient delicacy possibly last?
What’s really driving it? And what does a
crunch of feelers or a spurt of bug goo add
to cuisine, beyond the sort of visceral shock
that plays well on social media?

Native’s ant, chocolate and mushroom dessert

IT’S

Eating insects has never been

Lamb brain with mealworms at Alchemist

of fried weevils at Thai hawker markets or
dry-roasted termites in Kenya.
Mexico is an exemplar in this respect; it’s
thought that more than 500 types of insects
are consumed in the country. The enduring
popularity of Mexican cuisine has led to
various bugs infiltrating menus as far and
wide as New York (in the famed grasshopper
taco at The Black Ant) and Madrid (at
Michelin-starred Punto MX, where ground
flying ants have adorned monkfish aguachile).
Which, in a roundabout way, is how I have
ended up in Ella Canta – Mexican chef Martha
Ortiz’s clubby, luxury outpost in London’s
Mayfair – staring down a bowl of guacamole,
studded with two crispy, gold-sprayed
grasshoppers. “The idea was that it would be
like a Mexican jewel,” explains Ortiz, spurring
me on. “I knew it would evoke curiosity. But,
when I was a child, we would often have
insects on the table like salt and pepper.
And I’ve seen some guests fight over who
gets to have the grasshopper.”
I pick up one brittle bug carcass, scoop on
some avocado and pop it in. It has a welcome,
barbecued musk and an echo of porkscratching flavour. It’s easy to see why fried
grasshoppers and crickets have often been

Dier Makr’s beetroot and cricket

My journey begins at Native, with Davis and
Tisdall-Downes proffering a generously filled
bowl of ants, and inviting me to take the leap.
“We were sent them by our forager and they
just blew me away,” says Davis. “It’s like a pop
of lemon sherbet. The formic acid that’s their
defence mechanism gives them this natural
zing.” Eating an ant is a jolting, pleasant blast
of sharp citrus that far outstrips its diminutive
size. It’s like a magic trick – and even more
impressive, later on, working against the
creamy sweetness of a mushroom crémeux
pudding dotted with ants that you could
probably mistake for nigella seeds.
Davis and Tisdall-Downes – who have had
glowing notices from the likes of Nigella
Lawson – acknowledge that ‘the surprise
element’ is part of the appeal of the wood
ants in their desserts. But, just as with the
pickled snails they have deployed to bulk
out steak tartare and the squirrel meat they
worked into a lasagne, the impetus comes
from a pragmatic desire to work with native
ingredients and be less wasteful.
“The ants have that acidic element that
we struggle to get with British produce,”
says Tisdall-Downes. “And, compared to an
imported lemon, their carbon footprint is
minimal. So it’s about bringing more foraged
and wild ingredients into our larder, not
turning it into a gimmick.”
For European restaurants such as Native
and Mana – Noma-trained Simon Martin’s

theatrical Manchester establishment, which
earned the city a first Michelin Star with a pine
cone and wood ant dessert – insects are an
attempt to reconnect Western food culture
with fragments of its lost past; something to
be filed alongside voguish menu items such
as kelp, sea buckthorn and beeswax.
This motive also partially applies to Dier
Makr in Hobart, Tasmania: an internationally
renowned operation where indigenous grubeating traditions and a New Nordic sensibility
combine in dishes such as spiced cricket
paste served with carrots and allium purée.
But, of course, in many countries
entomophagy isn’t some daredevil novelty
to be exhumed from the history books. It’s
estimated that two billion people worldwide
regularly eat bugs – whether it’s the hot bags
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Avocado tartare with ants at Quintonil

“FRIED

CRICKETS HAVE BEEN THE GATEWAY
DRUG FOR BUDDING INSECT GOURMETS”
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the gateway drug for the world’s budding
insect gourmets.
So does this all mean that – buoyed by the
nose-to-tail movement and the intrepid
influence of try-anything celebrity figures
such as the late Anthony Bourdain – diners in
the West are getting less squeamish? TisdallDownes isn’t so sure. “I’ve had things like
mealworms and, even for me, biting them
feels crazy,” he says. And it’s worth noting that
most startups in the booming edible insect
industry (predicted to be worth £1.2bn by
next year) are focusing on aesthetically vague
flours, pâtés and energy bars that don’t
require you to bite down on exoskeleton.
But, in an age when food delivery apps are
threatening the world of traditional dining,
insect gastronomy gives restaurants a silver
bullet of irreplicable excitement.
“A month ago, a woman who had our
tasting menu didn’t actually realise she’d
eaten ants,” says Davis. “And when I told her
afterwards, she just squealed in both delight
and horror.” That kind of exhilarated reaction
is an ingredient most chefs will struggle to
resist. So make no mistake. Perhaps fittingly,
this is a movement with legs.

T

Exclusive short story

Breathe
Award-winning writer Krys Lee is the author of short story collection Drifting House
and the novel How I Became a North Korean, published by Viking/Penguin Random House.
She is an assistant professor of creative writing at Yonsei University in South Korea

he perfect daughter with the
perfect life. That was what
everyone saw.
But Yoonie was intent on
becoming someone else. In a
way, she already had – she’d
turned 21 just days ago. And
this was her greatest gift to
herself: the way out.
As backpacks circled on the
luggage belts and a throng of tour guides waved their
meet-and-greet signs, the blood rushed to Yoonie’s
ears. The Spanish she had learned from app tutorials
felt like a glass jar trapping her. She looked back at the
parked plane – both of them at a standstill after such
a sustained rush of movement – and hesitated,
wondering what she had been
thinking when she left Boston
so suddenly.
Then she thought about her
parents. She took in a ragged
lungful of the painfully thin
Andean air, as if she were
learning to breathe all over
again, and strode out of
Cusco airport.
At the end of a pot-holed
taxi ride, the matron of the
homestay led Yoonie to her
room by the shoulder, as if she
needed the help. Yoonie was
used to this; her big, slightly
startled eyes and heartshaped face gave people the
impression she was a follower,
that she wanted to be one.
“Take it easy for the first few
days,” the dueña advised her.
“Don’t eat heavy foods. Have
sopa de pollo.”
“Gracias, gracias,” Yoonie
replied reflexively, though she
wasn’t about to go from one authority to another.
The dueña added: “Remember to breathe deeply.”

she did precisely what was expected of her.
She’d quickly learned ‘everything’ included the
stony pretence that cloaked her father’s discreet affairs,
and the choreographed poses at the family’s public
appearances – but not the summer lost behind bandages
as her ‘new’ nose healed, or the soft-spoken boy she’d
liked who moved schools within a week of her telling
her mother about him.
‘Everything’ did include a perfunctory email six
months ago, though, that let her know a fiancé – the
scion of semiconductor magnates, of course – would
be waiting upon her return to Seoul after graduating
from Harvard.
But training to be the perfect daughter had its
advantages. As long as she kept the mask on, no one
peered beneath. No one could possibly know the
hundreds of hours, the years,
she had put into planning her
way out. Last week, she could
finally access the funds in
the trust her grandfather
had secretly set up for her
when she was a toddler.
It was time to disappear.

“The FBI has been after me
for years,” whispered the
wild-eyed, dreadlocked
American man seated next to
her on the juddering local
bus. “I discovered the cure for
ageing, you know. But Big
Pharma, they don’t like that.
Oh, no, they don’t.”
She’d manage to politely
avoid conversing with him
for the first half an hour, but
something within his fanciful
air of persecution struck a
chord. “Yes,” she replied, not
lying. “I always search a new
room for bugs and hidden cameras.” It was the first
time she’d admitted her habit.
“Exactly! You can’t trust anyone these days,” he
half-shouted, before his eyes refocused, seeming to
notice her for the first time. He shrank back, then
quickly got up, managing to avoid stepping on a canvas
bag containing two chickens, and moved to the back
of the bus, muttering to himself.
Even at 3,000m above sea level, eagles circled high
above; farmers cultivated potatoes beyond the clouds.
As they descended into the Sacred Valley, cliffs shot up
on all sides, and each turn of the road revealed terraced
fields of corn, an isolated church, another jagged peak.
Yoonie felt if she could just make up her mind to
climb and climb, she would eventually float up into
the blue nothingness, and away from the chaos.

It had always been an immutable truth that Yoonie
would inherit part of the family business – one of
South Korea’s biggest conglomerates – and that she
did not have to work a day in her life if she wanted to.
But she knew that was never an option.
“We’ve given you everything,” her father would
say: both a constant reminder and subtle warning.
That included the colour-coordinated clothes in
her bedroom-sized closet, the sleek black car that
chauffeured her to school, the personal secretary
who had organised Yoonie’s academic and social
calendar from childhood. Everything, as long as
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perfectly balanced. It irritated her.
“I’m walking to Lares.” She rose to her feet so he could
no longer look down at her. “Then I’ll continue trekking,
to Machu Picchu.”
He nodded. “Same route as me, then. Name’s Jacob.”
She hesitated. “I’m Yoonie.”
“Maybe you should turn back,” he said finally. “You
know, the altitude. The mountain air takes a while to
get used to.”
She paused. “I like feeling myself breathe. Why
aren’t you bussing it to Lares, like everyone else?”
she countered.
“I don’t have much money,” he said.
“Then why travel?”
“Why not?” he shot back. “It’s a big world out there.
I’m doing my best to see a bit of it.”
“It is big, the world,” she
said. “Though sometimes it
feels a little too small.”
“That’s a funny thing to
say,” he said, “at any age.”
“Is that your way of asking
me how old I am?” she
mocked.
“I’m not a pick-up artist,” he
said, serious. “I saw you trip
over, and had to check on you.”
She must have looked
skeptical.
Jacob adjusted his pack.
“You’ve got food, water?”
“I’ve got everything I need,”
she said.
“Miss,” he nodded and
moved on, swiftly becoming a
speck on the sinuous road.
The Labrador kept her
company, its tail beating
time against her leg, as if
urging her along to Lares
before darkness fell. The
temperature had plummeted,
and the wind froze her hair to her cheeks.
She arrived in Lares on trembling legs. She missed
her guide, the Labrador that had squeezed out of her
embrace and disappeared into a home on the edge of
the village. She stepped into the thermal pool’s curling
steam and soaked until the water seemed to melt away
a part of her, then all of her.
Voices floated in and out. She resented the tourists
and their small talk, their identical stories. People had
so much to say to each other. What happened when
they ran out of words, ran out of love? They became
her mother and father, she thought.

The minivan driver was falling asleep behind the wheel,
Yoonie was sure of it. Two hours to Santa Teresa on a
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She squatted to catch her breath, leaning on her
hiking pole whenever the dizziness took over. Walking
to the hot springs at Lares was always going to be hard –
there was about a quarter less oxygen in the air here
than her body was used to – but the walking staved off
her loneliness.
She practised taking steady, deep breaths. She had
come too far for the very air to make her give up now.
Her mind was made up, and the way forward was crystal
clear to her. She would walk away from her prescribed
future, to a quiet, anonymous existence.
The narrow road ran deep into the mountains, and
back in time. Houses built from recycled Inca stone
dotted the landscape, the faces of their inhabitants
as arduously carved by the weather as the desert
landscapes and glacial peaks. Each step was conquest,
each laboured breath
awareness. The Andes were
teaching her to slow down.
At the edge of her thoughts,
Yoonie felt a presence. She
looked around, tightening
her grip on her pole. Hiking
alone before sunrise wasn’t
entirely safe, but she had
played safe all her life.
But each time she turned
around, there was only the
teasing wind and the muscle
of the mountain moving
beneath her feet.
The temperature dropped
with each switchback. She
exchanged her breath for a
vast freedom, like the Andes
shedding the tree line.
Then, a rustle from the
bushes. A bounding flash of
golden fur. A warm, heavy
canine body. Legs entangled.
Her flight across, into, the
dirt road. Blue sky. Dust
dancing. Buzzing.
A scraping warmth across her face revived her. The
Labrador gazed down at her, its floppy ears framing
large friendly eyes and the wet black muzzle coaxing
her back to reality.
Then Yoonie saw the man behind the dog. Lean,
muscled. Grey-brown eyes sharp yet distant.
“You need to keep your dog under control,” she
snapped, smarting from the tumble.
“It’s not mine. Must be a local stray,” he responded
nonchalantly. “Need a hand?”
“No, no,” she replied, propping herself up on her
elbows. “I’m fine.”
“It’s dangerous to hike alone, you know,” he said, in
a tone that was equal parts concern and paternal
condescension. His expression was self-contained,

one-way lane of switchbacks and, as the Andes darkened
into outlines and the sky brightened into stars, the
driver’s eyelashes fell against his cheekbone.
Yoonie pictured the minivan tipping over the crumbly
cliff edge, into a canyon so deep the only witnesses
would be wild vicuna. Her passing would not even be
marked with one of the tinselled tombstones that lined
the mountain passes. A death not of her choosing,
mimicking a life not of her choosing.
She kept her hand half-raised, vigilant, so she could
jerk the wheel back if needed. Never mind that the old
woman behind her had loosened the straps of her bright
hat, placed it over her face and dozed off. But the Apus,
the mountain spirits, must have been keeping watch
over them. Santa Teresa arrived without incident.
The next morning, she boarded the shuttle bus at the
base of Machu Picchu. As it
wound its way up a mountain
where lurid tropical flowers
and iridescent birds sparkled
amidst the deep green, she
could feel herself succumbing
to the mysterious, magnetic
pull of this wild, inhospitable
landscape, all thundering river
and eternal cliff faces.
A dozen languages
surrounded her in the queue
up the stairs, where passports
and tickets were examined.
Tourists crested up and down
the granite steps, fixated on
taking photos that would live
forever in the cloud, like the
ruins they captured. But
Yoonie stared intently ahead,
hungering for life, for the
freedom shimmering always
just ahead of her.
But more mundanely, also
at the woman selling bottles of
water. Lugging a backpack,
stuffed with all the worldly possessions she’d opted
not to leave behind in Boston was thirsty work. She
dug out some coins and headed over.
A familiar face caught the corner of her eye.
She stared. “What are the chances?” she said dryly.
“Oh,” Jacob’s smile was surprised. “Near miracle.”
She analysed him more carefully this time. He had
a clipped manner that she hadn’t noticed during their
first encounter, and his taut stance stood out from the
milling tourists. The body of an athlete, she thought
once again. Or a fighter.
“It must be fate,” Yoonie said, staring at him intently.
“Well, if you’re going to follow me, you might as well be
useful…” She took off her backpack and thrust it at him
with a wicked smile.
“Try to keep up!” she said, turning away from a

bemused Jacob, and headed up the path, to the ancient
city that seemingly floated in mid-air, surrounded by
rippling blue mountain shadows. A journey of water
channels, temples and terraced fields, built by ancient
engineers who understood the silence of beauty, and
the beauty of silence.
The narrow trails were crowded with admiration,
but Yoonie flowed against the human current, turning
left, then right, and upwards, towards the sun temple.
Someone called her name. Maybe it was the wind.
She finally stopped at a terraced clearing, and waited
for him to catch up.
“I didn’t know it’d be so busy up here, I thought it was
the low season,” she said to him. “I wanted to disappear.
No, I wanted to be nowhere.”
“Peru isn’t nowhere,” he said.
“Look, I know why you’re
here,” she said, her voice
resolute.
He looked puzzled. A flicker
of alarm in his eyes?
“You’re not very good at
your job,” she said calmly.
Jacob stood up, wearing a
confused expression.
Was his name even Jacob?
Probably not.
“In fact, I’d say you’re pretty
terrible at being a spy.”
He looked at her squarely,
all pretence cast to the wind.
“With due respect, Miss Park,
I’m an executive protection
professional, and you’ve
put yourself at some risk,
disappearing off on your own.”
“Well, Mr Bodyguard, you
can tell my father, I’m not
going back.”
An uncomfortable pause.
“What do you plan to do next?”
he said finally.
“I’ll keep going.” Until Patagonia. Then the ocean
beckoned. “And I suppose you’ll try to follow me?”
“They’ll come for you, Miss Park. They seem very
determined.”
She knew this all too well.
But people disappeared all the time – erased and
redrew themselves, like scribbles in the sand. It
shouldn’t be difficult for a girl to vanish in a whole
continent, an entire hemisphere, should it?
First, all she had to do was lose Jacob.
Yoonie looked past him – standing there, suddenly
bereft of purpose – and gazed at the sky. The white
clouds rolled past, unrelenting, shape-shifting.
At least, today was still hers.
This breath, and the next.
Hers.
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WADE PROGRAMME

B

ack in the mid-1990s
the second-generation
Range Rover (P38) had
a button on the dash
with a picture of wading on it.
That button simply changed the
ride height using the car’s air
suspension to make it easier to
take on driving through water.
However, 25 years on, the wading
mode on the new Defender does
a whole lot more.
If you’re about to ford deep
water, Land Rover’s advanced
new Wade Programme will
automatically set up your vehicle
to get you through safely and
confidently. Here’s how the
Defender uses each component
of the programme to deliver
class-leading wading capability.

Touchscreen display
Wade Programme is
selected using the central
Pivi Pro infotainment system
touchscreen*. Once activated, you
can benefit from Wade Sensing,
which allows you to visualise the
depth of surrounding water while
fording streams and deeper, less
certain channels. This is designed
to give you added confidence
when you’re taking full advantage
of the Defender’s deep water
wading capability.
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Ride height
For vehicles fitted with Air
Suspension, as you approach
a ford or stream, select Wade
Programme in Terrain Response
and the car is raised 75mm,
putting you into the Defender’s
standard off-road ride height.
If, while fording, the vehicle
senses that the water is deeper
than expected – and coming up
to the car’s maximum wading
depth of 900mm – the system
will automatically switch to
‘extended’ ride height, adding
an additional 40mm. The ‘Mud
and Ruts’ programme, which is
automatically activated when
you select Wade Programme,
enables the car to sense fourwheel slip on the riverbed. If the
system senses that there’s little
forward progress it can work
out that you’re either grounding
out – meaning the underside
of the vehicle is in contact with
rocks or ruts beneath the water
– or that you don’t have enough
contact between the wheels and
the surface. If either is the case,
the Defender’s ride height is
automatically increased.

900mm
maximum
wading depth
(with Air
Suspension)

Always check route and exit before wading. *In-car features should be used by drivers only
when safe to do so. Drivers must ensure they are in full control of the vehicle at all times.

The new Land Rover Defender introduces an innovative wading mode.
Working within Land Rover’s Terrain Response system, it sets up
the vehicle for wading through water, at the touch of a button.
Here’s how it works

Throttle response
and drivetrain
In Wade Programme, the system
selects a higher gear earlier,
which in turn delivers a less
aggressive throttle response and
reduces the engine speed. From
a driver’s perspective, this means
that the throttle pedal is slightly
damped, so you’re less likely
to see a sudden increase from
idling engine speed to moving
at 2,500-3,000rpm. It slows the
transition as the engine speed
builds up, helping you to avoid
suddenly over-revving the engine
and either sucking a big gulp of
air into the air intake system when
you tip into the water, or getting
bogged down in loose mud and
gravel when you are wading.

Heating and ventilation

Brakes

A challenge with some cars is
that, when they are driven into
a body of water, the hot exhaust
system below the engine bay
sets off lots of steam which is
then pulled into the cabin through
the air-conditioning system,
misting up the car’s interior.
Not with the Defender, though.
Selecting Wade Programme
automatically puts the Defender’s
heating system into ‘recirculation
mode’, which stops the cabin
fogging up by recirculating
the interior’s air.

Once you’ve safely left the water,
the car’s brake discs and pads
are obviously very wet. As you
leave the water the ABS system
pre-loads the brakes slightly,
providing a small amount of
contact between the brake
pads and disc. This clears the
water from the surfaces of the
brake disc and pads, ensuring
that your Defender has optimum
braking performance after it’s
been through deep water.

Wonderful World
The science behind the wonder of nature by Helen Czerski
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Physicist and oceanographer at the Department of Mechanical Engineering, UCL, Helen is also a BBC
presenter, and a speaker and writer about the science of everyday life, the atmosphere and oceans

OCEAN WAVES
For centuries, seafarers have
traversed stormy seas, returning
(if they were lucky) to tell tales
of monstrous waves and the
dangers of life atop the raging
deep. But modern science sees
something else in the snarling
white water, which even the
saltiest of seadogs could not: the
hidden world of bubbles created
just beneath every breaking
wave, and the global role the
seas play in helping to keep
Earth’s weather engine running.
Most breaking waves are out at
sea, far from the coasts, created
as the wind pushes across the
ocean surface. Once wind speed

exceeds 20mph, these waves can
grow to be big and steep enough
to break. A sailor sees the resulting
white patch of foam on the
surface, but not the vast numbers
of bubbles generated beneath:
small, transient capsules of the
atmosphere captured by the sea.
Those bigger than 1mm across
form short-lived plumes in the
top metre of water, turning it
turquoise as the sun glints off
them. But billions of microscopic
bubbles, up to 1,000 times
smaller, form deep long-lasting
plumes that can drift for hours
beneath the ocean surface
before they rise up and break out

once again. These drifting
bubbles act as an extra contact
area between the atmosphere
and the ocean, and allow more
time and space for a physical
and chemical reaction between
air and water.
The seas effectively take in a
deeper breath wherever there’s
a big storm. This is particularly
important when it comes to
carbon dioxide – by absorbing
the gas, the oceans also do
humanity a favour by reducing
our impact on the atmosphere.
As you look out at a seascape
with the water covered in foam
patches you’re looking at the
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ocean giving back to the
atmosphere. When a bubble
bursts it spits tiny particles
upwards, which can contain
salt, organic plant matter and
algae or bacteria. These tiny
atmospheric particles attract
water vapour in the air, with the
droplets ultimately forming the
clouds that you see in the sky.
Dramatic and uncomfortable
though they may be for sailors,
breaking waves are a critical
connection between the planet’s
surface and our protective
atmosphere. Individual bubbles
may be tiny but trillions of them
together affect the whole planet.

